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*******THIS WEEK ONLY 75% OFF******** NORMALLY $3.99!Back By Popular Demand, Easy
Muffin Tin Recipes 2.0, featuring 30+ new recipes!Muffin tin cooking is the latest craze
reinventing how this classic cooking pan has been used in kitchens around the world for
hundreds of years. What was used solely for cupcakes and muffins has now been transformed
into a pan that can make just about anything! From monkey bread bites and kale cups, to
cranberry brie bites and shepard's pie cups.So, why muffin tin cooking you might ask?-Make
perfectly portioned meals-Easily cook and store meals for the week ahead-Ease of preparation,
bake, and clean-up – no special tools or appliances needed-Most traditional recipes can be
easily converted for muffin tin cooking-Perfect for the “on-the-go” lifestyleIn Easy Muffin Tin
Meals 2.0 you’ll find:-30 recipes with easy-to-follow directions for breakfast, main dishes, side
dishes, appetizers, and desserts.-HD photos showcasing recipes



Back by Popular Demand:Easy Muffin Tin Meals 2.0Table of ContentsIntroductionWhat is Muffin
Tin Cooking?Benefits of Muffin Tin CookingTypes of Muffin TinsConverting Recipes for Muffin
TinsMuffin Tin RecipesBreakfastBacon and EggsBroccoli Mushroom FrittatasPancake
PoppersBreakfast Sandwich BitesCinnamon RollsAppetizersCranberry Brie BitesFeta
Mushroom TartsChipotle Pumpkin TartletsSpinach Artichoke PoppersMini Potato TotsMain
DishesChipotle Chicken CupsPhilly Cheesesteak BitesGreek Pizza MuffinsEggplant Feta
BitesStuffed TomatoesThai Chicken PiesMexican Veggie PiesShepherd’s Pie CupsTamale
CupsCheesy Noodle CupsSide DishesSpinach Parmesan CakesCherry-Walnut Cornbread
StuffingCaesar Salad Crouton CupsCorn Dog Muffin BitesKale CupsDessertDark Chocolate
Berry CupsMonkey Bread BitesNo-Bake Raspberry CheesecakesS’mores Cookie
BitesChocolate Chip Pistachio CupcakesConclusionIntroductionHave you ever wished that
making a home-cooked meal for your family didn’t have to be such a time-consuming task?
Sharing a meal with your family is very important but sometimes it can seem like a hassle. When
you come home from a long day at work, the last thing you want to do is spend an hour in a hot
kitchen, cooking. If this sounds like you, then this book may be just the solution you’ve been
looking for. Muffin tin cooking is an easy cooking method that is also very convenient. With
muffin tin cooking you don’t have to go through the hassle of portioning out your meals – it is
already done for you! This makes it easy to store leftovers to enjoy later in the week or to send
school with your kids for lunch. If you are interested in learning more about muffin tin cooking,
keep reading!What is Muffin Tin Cooking?Traditional cooking can take a great deal of time, not
to mention all those dishes. The beauty of muffin tin cooking is that it is quick and easy. Muffin tin
cooking is actually quite simple – rather than cooking your meals in one large dish or pan, you
bake them in the cups of a muffin tin. This method of cooking yields perfectly portioned results
that can be easily stored and reheated later. Muffin tin meals work great for quick breakfasts,
nutritious snacks and even lunches on-the-go.If you are tired of spending all that extra time
washing dishes after you finish cooking, muffin tin cooking may be the solution. Muffin tin
cooking is also the solution to all of those Tupperware containers of leftovers cluttering up your
fridge. By cooking your meals in muffin tins, your meals are already perfectly portioned! You
don’t have to waste your time scooping leftovers into individual containers – you can simply pop
them in a plastic bag and reheat them later.Benefits of Muffin Tin CookingBy now you probably
find the idea of muffin tin cooking very intriguing. After all, it is such an easy and convenient
cooking method, why wouldn’t you? But there are even more benefits to muffin tin cooking than
you may realize.Other benefits of muffin tin cooking include:· No special appliances or
bakeware needed· Recipes can easily be converted for muffin tins· Storage of leftovers
is easier than ever· Meals are already perfectly proportioned – easy for serving and storing·
Easy and convenient cooking method· Can be used for many different types of
recipesThere are many benefits of muffin tin cooking – try it yourself and see what other benefits
there are to discover!Types of Muffin Tins
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Anne Wingate, “The Smalll Easy. Easy Muffin Tin Meals 2.0

  
  
This book is one of a series of muffin tin book cookbooks. The entire series is useful; it tells
how to make meals in muffin pans, so that each person dining can have exactly the amount he
or she wants, and the rest can be put away for later. Planned leftovers can make several meals.
The entire series, used and planned, can make meals for anywhere from one person to a
multitude of people for a covered dish dinner. I bought two of the books this month and intend to
buy the rest of the series next month. I have a peculiar problem: my husband does not like to wait
for meals. He expects to be able to announce that he wants a meal and get the meal ten minutes
later. By careful use of muffin tin meals, I can actually provide his meals ten minutes after he
asks for them. This ability will make mealtime much calmer in our household.”

Earthworks, “Great for on the run meals. I have both of these books and find them handy to
make several recipes and freeze them for grab and reheat busy days.They also have great ideas
for party and gift times.The best part they use ingredients you usually have around and the
family will eat.Very kid friendly and just the right serving size for them.Seversl of the rrcipes are
diet friendlyThis is a nice little book for a good price Go ahead and start your muffin pan
collection and treats! .”

Aaron, “Predominately vegetarian/meatless. Compared to the original, this version seems to
have quite a few more vegetarian/meatless recipes in it. KALE cups? Wow! Can't wait to try it.My
daughter is vegetarian, and I am trying to move the entire family more meatless without going
overboard. This book looks like a good way to go. By creating individual portions in the muffin
cups, my entire family can "try one", and my daughter will have multiple meals to take with her to
her commuter college campus.”

Jazzy2bsure, “Someone Read My Mind. Being a single college student, I'm always looking for
ideas for things to fix that will be easy, quick and portable. This little book has solved that for
me.  As a bonus, my classmates love when I bring a batch in with me before the first class!”



jane e mcdorman, “Great ideas for lunch at work. The book was not intended as a vegetarian
book so many recipes were not what I would fix. But everything looks yummy. I will adapt recipes
for my food preferences.  Think the concept would be great for singles or small families.”

A Texas Outlaw, “Can't wait to try some.. Sounds like I am going to love this book, trying to loose
a lot of weight and this will be so good for portion size and the use of the dietary ingredients that
can be use.  Wow!  Thanks”

The book by Sharon McQueen has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 20 people have provided feedback.
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